I. INTRODUCTIONS
   Present: all board and administrators

II. REVIEW OF 2015-2016 GOALS
    Mr. Zadravec gave an overview of the work to date regarding the 2015-2016 goals, with many
    notes of accomplishment and ongoing work.

III. UPDATE ON TQP- MODEL TEACHER
     Mr. Shea gave an update on the work of the Teacher Quality Panel (TQP), including a timeline
     for the year in setting up the process to determine Model Teacher status.

IV. DISCUSSION OF 2016-2017 GOALS - LEAD NH INDICATORS
    The board brainstormed the attached draft goals, to be brought back at a later date for adoption.

V. DEVELOPING AN ACTION PLAN
    The board and administrators brainstormed specific action steps to align with the draft 2016-2017
    goals.